
About Our Team

Surrogate Steps is an attorney-directed, 

full-service surrogacy agency assisting 

domestic and 

international 

intended parents. 

Yifat Shaltiel 

is the Founder 

and Director 

of Surrogate 

Steps and is a 

reproductive law 

attorney. 

Our intended parents greatly benefit from 

Yifat’s personal surrogacy experience 

as an intended parent. Yifat takes great 

pride in making a positive impact in the 

lives of intended parents and surrogates.  

Yifat has been featured as a reproductive 

law expert in news outlets, including 

MSNBC TV and Fox News. She 

has served as an expert speaker on 

reproductive law issues at venues such 

as Cornell University, the Finger Lakes 

Chapter of the Women’s Bar Association 

of the State of New York, and the 

Building Your Family organization. Yifat 

has also published numerous articles 

on reproductive law matters including 

surrogacy and egg donation. 

Your team is so enthusiastic and

knowledgeable. They’ve been right

there beside me through every step

of this journey. – Caroline

Free Consultations Available 
in person, by phone, or via Skype

Phone:  607.229.6503

Email:   info@SurrogateSteps.com

Web:    www.SurrogateSteps.com

We look forward to helping you grow 

your family through surrogacy
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A Trusted Team 

To GuideYour 

Surrogacy Journey



What Makes Surrogate Steps 

Special - We Ensure You 

A Smooth and Successful 

Surrogacy 

Journey

•Wearea
   reliable and    

   compassionate 

   partner for your 

   surrogacy journey 

•Ourfounder’s
   personal 

   experience with 

   infertility and 

   surrogacy creates 

   a very special bond between us and 

   every single one of our intended 

   parents. For us every surrogacy journey  

   is personal journey to parenthood!

•Weprovidefastmatchingwitha 
   qualified surrogate  

•Oursurrogatesundergocareful
   screening and medical evaluation prior 

   to matching

•Legaldraftingandinsurancereview
   for surrogacy pregnancy coverage are 

   included in our agency fee

•Wemakesurrogacyaffordablewithno
   hidden fees

Our Surrogates are Reliable & 

Dedicated

Our surrogates are located throughout 

the United States in the most 

surrogacy-friendly states. They are 

caring and reliable individuals that have 

been carefully screened, evaluated, and 

medically cleared to carry a pregnancy.  

They are dedicated to the surrogacy 

journey and to helping intended parents 

build their families.

Giving the gift of life is an amazing and 

rewarding experience. We are honored to 

work together with every single one of our 

parents and surrogates and to be part of 

this important and life-changing journey to 

parenthood.

Our Focus Is You!

We take pride in working closely with 

domestic and international intended 

parents. We guide intended parents 

throughout the surrogacy family building 

journey, from the time we help them 

carefully select a surrogate for their 

family until the intended parents bring 

their baby home! 

We provide our intended parents with 

various programs, including:

•BabyGuaranteeProgram
•SharedRiskProgram
•SiblingProgram


